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I shall talk about
writing this book

on May 5
– a simpler talk2



  

Jean Bernard 
Léon 

FOUCAULT
(1819-1868)

(1867)

Best-remembered for his 
demonstration of the 
Earth’s rotation using a
67-m pendulum in the 
Panthéon in Paris in 1851

(present 
replication)

age 
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Léon FOUCAULT
•1819      Born in Paris, some
                 childhood stays in Nantes
•1839-44 Medical student 
•1841-46 Daguerreotypes
•1845-62 Reporter for the
                 Journal des Débats
•1845-50 Optics with Fizeau
•1847      Conical pendulum
•1850      Speed of light in
                 air and water
•►1851  Pendulum experiment
•►1852  Gyroscope
•1855      Foucault currents;
                Appointed ‘physicist’  
                 at Paris Observatory

•1857-64 Silvered-glass 
                 telescope
•1862      Heliostat; absolute
                 measurement of c
•1862-67 Governors
•1865      Optics institute; 
                 lenses
•1867      Falls ills
•1868      Dies in Paris
•1869      Siderostat completed5



Beijing Planetarium has recently
acquired a wonderful collection of
111 old telescopes (‘Wolf Collection’)

 ►3 Foucault-style 
    telescopes
    including one 
    on which 
    Foucault
    himself must 
    have worked
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360°  
    23h 56m 04.1s (a sidereal day)

Some of the Earth's motions
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The daily rising and setting
of Sun and stars showed that
the Earth and the sky moved
relative to each other.

But which moved ?  
The Earth or the sky ?
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In 1851 it was known
that the Earth turned:
•Antiquity—Aristotle, 
    Ptolemy—geocentrism
•16th century—Copernicus—heliocentrism
•17th century—Galileo refutes Aristotle's dynamics 
    and discovers the orbits of Jupiter's moons
                         –– Newton understands forces and motion
•Bradley 1728-9—stellar aberration 
•Maupertius 1736-7—polar
    flattening in Lapland
•La Condamine, Bouguer 
    1740s—equatorial bulge in Peru
           NO DOUBT THAT THE EARTH TURNS
          ● Bessel 1838—stellar parallax9



Stellar aberration
(Bradley 1728-29)

Therefore 
Earth orbits
the Sun
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Stellar parallax
(Bessel 1838)

Therefore the
Earth orbits
the Sun
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But the proofs were subtle ...
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Laws of motion
(‘dynamics’) are
different in a
rotating frame

● Firing cannons
  vertically

● Dropping weights
  off towers or 
  down mine shafts
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« Although the rotation of the Earth is now
   established with all the certainty available
   in the physical sciences, a direct proof of this
   phenomenon would nevertheless be of
   interest to mathematicians and astronomers »
                    P.S. Laplace, 
                       Mécanique céleste (1801) 
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ANTICYCLONES 
(HIGH PRESSURE)

WINDS 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE  

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 

   HIGH
PRESSURE

 HIGH
PRESSURE

   
  LOW
PRESSURE

  LOW
PRESSURE
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« This dual circulation of air and water plays
    an immense part in tempering the climate.   
    We can hardly imagine what would become  
    of our land if the Earth [stayed] still as in 
    the Ptolemaic system…  The rotation of the 
    Earth is therefore an important element in  
    the harmony of the world in which we live, 
    and it betrays its presence in phenomena 
    without our needing to cast our eyes on the
    vault of the sky in order to find fixed  
                  reference points. »  
                  Léon Foucault, Journal des Débats, 1849 June 30 17
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What gave Foucault the idea 
of the pendulum ?

lathe
旋床

chuck
盘卡



Foucault saw an 
analogy:

lathe chuck ≡ Earth

vibrating rod ≡ pendulum

Should see the anti-clockwise 逆时针
 rotation of the Earth reflected

      in a clockwise 顺时针 veering of
     the swing plane of a pendulum19



N.B.

Foucault’s pendulum is
a bob on a wire free to
swing in any direction.

The pendulum in a clock
is constrained by the

mechanism to swing in a 
fixed plane20



1851: Pendulum
-- in Foucault's cellar (2 m wire,  
    5 kg brass bob)
     « Friday [1851 January 3], from 1 to 2 o'clock :
          first trial, encouraging result;
          the wire breaks.
          Wednesday January 8  [1851], 2 a.m. :
          the pendulum turned in the direction
          of the diurnal motion of the celestial
          sphere. »
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1851: Pendulum
-- announced at the Académie des Sciences on February 3
-- at the Paris Observatory (same month) (11 m wire, same 
    5 kg bob)
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1851: Pendulum
 « But under the lofty ceilings of certain buildings the
     phenomenon would take on a magnificent splendour…»
-- in the Panthéon (in March, with
    support from Louis-Napoléon 
    Bonaparte) 

39 Foucault
pendulums in
the USA,
1851 May-July 

Crowds
flocked23



THE MOTION OF 
THE

SWING PLANE
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At poles,
chuck—Earth
analogy exact
and
pendulum 
swing plane 
follows the 
stars.
Situation more
complex at lower
latitudes.25



A complete sweep of the
horizon by the pendulum's
swing plane at  latitude λ 
               takes:
               23h56m / sin λ

  HAUTE
PRESSION
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Papeete         17.3°S    80h23m     

Dalian          39ºN   38h06m

(Clockwise)

(Anti-clockwise)



N.B. The material
of the pendulum

turns with the
Earth (like the

rod in the lathe
chuck) ; only the

immaterial
swing plane veers

with the stars
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EXPLANATION OF THE sin λ TERM

« To explain it, one must resort either 
    to analysis or to considerations of
    mechanics and geometry which are 
    outside the limits of this note… »
          Léon FOUCAULT at the Académie, 1851 February 3
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EXPLANATION OF THE sin λ TERM
At the Académie des sciences 1851 February 10:
 -- BINET : it's a dynamical effect
     □  POISSON (1837) The effect is « too small 
          to deviate the pendulum noticeably from  
          its plane  »
      □ « M. Foucault's great experiment could have 
          been indicated by the equations of dynamics 
          if interpreted without inadvertence »
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Jacques
BINET

1786-1856
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EXPLANATION OF THE sin λ TERM

-- LIOUVILLE : it's a geometrical effect, 
   the component of the terrestrial rotation 
   about the vertical  =  ΩEarth sin λ 

At the Académie des sciences February 17 :
-- POINSOT : « it's a purely geometrical 
                          phenomenon… the principles
                          of dynamics…are in no way 
             relevant » Louis POINSOT 

1777-1859

Joseph LIOUVILLE
1809-1882
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EXPLANATION OF THE sin λ TERM
      DYNAMICAL
Coriolis acceleration

GEOMETRICAL

« Si je ne l’ai pas
encore publiée,
j’en ai déjà un peu
parlé et je me suis
aperçu qu’elle
n’allait pas à tout
le monde » 31



    1851 May – the Panthéon wire broke
                    – the instrument maker's bill
                          arrived (450 fr)
              July – bill still unpaid
                                             Reinstatement of the pendulum awaits 
                                             « those who dispense the public purse »                       
                          to « deign » to act   

  November – Minister of Public Instruction        
                          authorizes 300 fr payment
December 2 – coup d'état by Louis-Napoléon       
                 

Gustave
FROMENT

(1815-65)
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•1852 February – Louis-Napoléon gave
                                Foucault 10 000 fr…

…and Foucault probably spent much of
 it on the gyroscope

       « I had good fun this winter… »
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What was needed was a demonstration
of the Earth's rotation unaffected by
any sin λ term.

The idea of the pendulum was 
completely novel; Foucault's next
device, the gyroscope, was not.

Want some device which « stays fixed
in absolute space »  
                 a freely-spinning object 
                (e.g. the Earth).34



18th century – spinning discs to provide
                           artificial horizons at sea

c.1819 in Tübingen – 
           Bohnenberger's 
           apparatus

      1830s Philadelphia – 
                 the rotascope

      1836 Royal Scottish Society of Arts 
              (unpublished lecture) – suggested
              use of such devices to demonstrate 
                               terrestrial rotation

Johann von
Bohnenberger

(1765-1831)

35

gimbals



But exquisite 
construction 
is required:

               « But where to find an instrument maker, 
                  if you please, disposed to accept such a 
                  task? We would have despaired of succes 
                  if we had not long-known M. Froment.. »
                             Léon FOUCAULT, Journal des Débats, 
                                                                                 1852 October 136



1852: Gyroscope

Name coined by 
Foucault from Greek
words meaning
‘to look at the rotation’
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1852: Gyroscope

No
precession!

(Example
made for
Rennes
University
c.1879)

150-200 r.p.s.,
8-10 mins

38
The gyroscope was of crucial importance
for navigation throughout the 20th century



What do the pendulum and gyroscope show?

•For Foucault, it was Newtonian 
   absolute space

•Ernst MACH considered absolute
   space to be a ‘conceptual monstrosity’
   (it acts, but cannot be acted upon).
   --Inertia arises from an (unspecified) interaction
      with very distant matter
   --No Foucault effect on a planet in an otherwise
      empty universe
                --The pendulum (× sin λ) and the gyroscope 
                   do not follow the celestial sphere exactly 

Ernst MACH
(1835-1916)
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•EINSTEIN re-established space as space-time 
    where rotations are absolute 
  --Space-time acts on matter and matter acts on
     space-time
  --Lense-Thirring effect

          --The pendulum and gyroscope demonstrate  
             the rotation of the Earth
             (but some still dream of a Machian dynamics)

Hans
THIRRING
(1888-1976)

Josef
LENSE
(1890-1985)
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PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES
with the pendulum experiment

« Passing from theory to practice, the physicist must
   expect disappointments; and, in the present case,
   he must think himself very happy if with a real
   pendulum he is able to obtain an unequivocal
   deviation in the expected direction. »

       Léon Foucault, Journal des Débats, 1851 March 31



COMPLICATIONS

42

If the pendulum isn’t driven, air resistance
damps the oscillation.
Doesn’t affect the veering, but makes it 
harder to perceive.

Need for
a drive



 COMPLICATIONS
•The bob is released from a state
   of rest with respect to the Earth,
   not with respect to the stars.

   Small effect, slows veering by:
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       COMPLICATIONS
• The oscillation plane can also veer if:

           -- the pendulum isn’t symmetrical 
          [ P = 2π/ω = 2π√(l/g) ; ΔP/P = ½Δl/l ]
                       (‘‘Lissajous figures’’)

           -- the bob moves in an ellipse
               [ P = 2π√(l/g) × (1+α2/16) ; Δ = 3πab/4l2 ]          

44

coupled

ANISOTROPY

ANHARMONICITY



The oscillation plane of a poorly-constructed
  pendulum can turn in either sense and at

 (almost) any speed! 

Further: -- the wire can break…
                -- members of the public can 
                    interfere with the bob… 
             

45
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Why does the Foucault pendulum 
continue to fascinate ?

A (relatively) simple demonstration
of what is otherwise a very

subtle phenomenon
PLUS

a big pendulum impresses the crowds
          « But under the lofty ceilings of certain buildings the
              phenomenon would take on a magnificent splendour…»
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Scientific American
1998 July

English salon May 5 : 
Writing a Book 
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